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Drill

PZ2 Pozidriv Screw driver

PH2 Philips Screw driver

T-10 Torx Screw driver or bit

4mm hex wrench

Tape Measure

Spirit Level

Pencil



Step 1.

Wall studs
Mark both sides of each 1½” stud location
within thewall (usually 16” apart, mark each
second stud for a 32”wide system setup).
Using a strong neodymiummagnetworks
well. It will stick to the draywall screw heads.
2” GRK small head finishing screws are
provided forwood studs. Installing support
rails overwall studsmakes for an easier and
more robust installation, but it is not essential.
Rails can be installed anywhere; when using
the proper anchors, select the correct anchors
for any holes that don’t hit a stud.

Step2.

First rail
Choosewhere youwant to place your first rail.
Mark your desired height at the top. Pre-drill a
hole at the top to ensure you hit a stud. Screw
a fastener in the top spot first but not entirely,
so the rail can still move. Hold the level along
its length to ensure it is vertical and alignswith
the stud. Once satisfiedwith the location,
height and alignment, use the rail as a drill
guide for the remaining holes after pre-drilling
each hole through the rail screw in the
remainingmounting screws.
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Step 3.

Rail Spacing
Using a shelf with a level placed on it as a
guide,mark the second rail’s position in two
spots, top and bottom. Check that a shelf fits
comfortably between the rails along its entire
length beforemountingmore rails. Mark the
minimum level gap required for the shelf; there
should be amaximumof 1/8” gap between
shelveswhen installed.

Step 4.

Rail Alignment
While holding the second rail in position, place
a 4’ level or another straight edge across the
top of both rails to ensure they are at the same
height so all the holes line up. Next, mark the
level height of the second rail. Then, attach the
second rail using the samemethod as the first.
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Step 1.

Shelf supports
Make sure you have a pair of right and left-
shelf support rods. Start with the shorter part
of the arm; align it parallel to the side of the
shelf. Next, insert the bottomhook from the
top, turn it 90° and slide the short part down
into the hole. Before reaching the bend, turn
the armback parallel with the shelf side, then
lift the support as you rotate to put it in its final
position.

Step2.

ShelfHanging
Pick up the shelf from the short edges so you
can touch the supports underneathwith your
fingers. Hold the shelf at forty-five degrees to
see the bottomhooks at the back. Insert the
lower hooks first one at a time, then lift the
shelf front until level. Next, insert the top hooks
one at a time. If necessary, use amallet to tap
the bracket hooks lightly to set thementirely
in the hole.
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Step 1.

Cabinet Supports
Lay a blanket or towel on a table to protect
the panel, then place the cabinet top panel flat
with the inside facing up. Next, screw in both
angled support brackets at the back.

Step2.

CrossBrace
Place the cross brace into themating
connectors but don’t tighten themyet.
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Step3.

SidePanels
Align a side panel to the base, so the
connectorsmate; there is a small amount of
adjustability, somake sure the front edge is
flush, then using a 4mmhexwrench, tighten
only the front-most panel connection.

Place the second side, tighten the front-most
connector again, then tighten the back brace’s
vertical connectors.

Step4.

BottomPanel
Once everything ismating up nicely and the
front corners are flush, tighten the remaining
connection on the side panels and the back
brace connectorswith the cabinet top. Finally,
place the bottompanel on and pull down the
sameway; now rotate the cabinet right side up.
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Step5.

CabinetHanging
Using a pair of cabinet supports, insert them in
the support rails opposite each otherwith the
long flat side facing up. Slide the cabinet in
place, resting on the brackets.
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Step 1.

Hinge supports
Attach the door hinge clipswith 5mmeuro
screws.

Step2.

Door hinges
Attach the door hingeswith stainless Phillips
screws.
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Step3.

Doors
Attach the door by snapping the hinge onto
the clips

Step4.

Doors spacing
Using a screwdriver, turn the adjustment
screws on the hinge and clip to align the door
with even spacing. It helps to loosen the hinge
clip on the cabinet side to get the entire
adjustment range.
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Step2.

Door hinges&gas stay supports
Attach the door hinge clips and gas stay clips
with the supplied screws.

Step 1.

Hinge supports
Attach the door hinge supports to the door
base panel with the supplied screws
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Step3.

Doorbasepanel
Slide in the flop door base, ensuring it goes
flushwith the back bottompanel.

Step4.

Flopdoor
Place a 3/4” spacer, such as a shelf or a book, in
front of the cabinet to level the doorwith the
inside base. Then, use the adjustment screws to
align the doorwith the opening.
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Step5.

Gas stays
Slide the stay into the front slot on the door
first, then rotate the gas stay up to slide into
the side bracket. Lifting the doormakes this
easier. Adjust it forward or back to get the
door level. Then, tighten the scrub screw to
hold it in place. Finally, rotate the nob at the
top for fine adjustment.

Step6.

Hang the cabinet
Once the door has been adjusted and aligned,
hanging the cabinetwith the door removed is
much easier.
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Step 1.

Drawer face
Lay a blanket or towel on a table to protect
the panel, then place it face down.

Step2.

Drawer sides
Insert the two drawer sidesmaking sure the
groove for the base lines up, then tightenwith
the hex key
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Step3.

Drawerbottom
Slide the base in and ensure it sits into the
back of the drawer face.

Step4.

Drawerback
Attach the drawer back and tighten the two
connectorswith the 4mmhex key.
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Step5.

Drawer slide clips
Place the two drawer slide clips at each front
corner on the bottom. Then secure them in
placewith screws.
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Step6.

Drawer slides
Attach the drawer slide using the 5mmeuro
screws and a Pozidriv screwdriver into the
corresponding holes in the cabinet sides.


